An integrated approach to digital transformation

Today’s complex data environment needs an intelligent, integrated approach to information capture to help you achieve true digital transformation. The Alaris IN2 Ecosystem delivers the best information capture solution for your business with industry-leading scanners, software, and services delivered by a network of trusted partners.

Our software offers intelligent capabilities that can capture, convert, analyze, and deliver your data directly to a business process.

Software from Alaris

Alaris Capture Pro Software

A great choice for both centralized and distributed high-performance scanning environments:
- Flexible and powerful batch capture especially in BPOs and centralized mailrooms
- Deliver to databases and applications, including Enterprise Content Management (ECM) systems and Microsoft SharePoint Online (Office 365)
- Dedicated workstations-based software ensures security and reliability – no reliance on internet connectivity for scanning and processing
- Enhance productivity with advanced indexing capabilities and cut data-entry time by 50%
- Available as a 1-year subscription in addition to existing perpetual licensing options

*Not available as a service on Alaris Input Solution

Alaris Smart Touch technology

Eliminate complicated multi-step scanning processes with one-touch simplicity. Configure up to 20 different functions to fit your specific scanning needs and quickly perform common scanning tasks. Smart Touch is available via free web download.

- Automatically attach scanned documents to an email
- Create image only or searchable PDF files
- Scan documents into PDF, Microsoft Word, or image file formats
- Output to a folder or cloud service in many formats (TIFF, JPEG, BMP, PDF, sPDF and more)
- Print your documents on any networked office printer
- Send to common destinations like email, Microsoft Office, Adobe Acrobat, Microsoft SharePoint, etc.

Alaris Info Input Solution

A web-based and mobile capture application that is easy for workers who regularly scan across departments and enterprises to implement and use.

- Enables easy information capture from scanning, smart devices and digital files (including email) from one application
- Maintains security and capture of business critical information via an app on a mobile device
- Captures and indexes from within current business applications
- Available as a 1-year subscription in addition to existing perpetual licensing options

Asset Management Software

System administrators can manage and maintain select scanners from Alaris from their network through one simple dashboard solution.

- Uses a thin-client dashboard to help optimize time, budgets, resources, and efficiency
- Know more and do more by remotely managing scanners from Alaris
- Quickly deploy updates and upgrades in a centralized way

Alaris IN2 Ecosystem

The Alaris IN2 Ecosystem is designed to take the complexity out of information capture, now and in the future. Alaris drives automation through every business process dependent on document and data capture. Now you can get the right information, to the right place, at the right time, every time.

We offer an integrated approach that empowers digital transformation. By combining, science, technology, and partnerships, we maximize the power of data to drive business efficiency, growth and profitability.

- Science – Multiple ways to better capture, recognize, and extract information from data.
- Technology – Innovative software and devices to store, share, and integrate data with business processes and applications.
- Partnership – World-class service, installation, training, support, and consultation.

Find out more about digital transformation and the Alaris IN2 Ecosystem at alarisin2.com.

Alaris Services

Our team’s comprehensive knowledge of products and solutions, combined with a laser understanding of your organisation, helps you harness the power of big data to make your capture workflow more productive and information management more impactful.

- Expert repair and maintenance services to optimize uptime and productivity
- Highly responsive, world-class field engineers and remote support experts who know your equipment and workflow
- Flexible service plan choices, value-added professional and managed services, and much more

Alaris Info Input Solution

A web-based and mobile capture application that is easy for workers who regularly scan across departments and enterprises to implement and use.

- Enables easy information capture from scanning, smart devices and digital files (including email) from one application
- Maintains security and capture of business critical information via an app on a mobile device
- Captures and indexes from within current business applications
- Available as a 1-year subscription in addition to existing perpetual licensing options

Asset Management Software

System administrators can manage and maintain select scanners from Alaris from their network through one simple dashboard solution.

- Uses a thin-client dashboard to help optimize time, budgets, resources, and efficiency
- Know more and do more by remotely managing scanners from Alaris
- Quickly deploy updates and upgrades in a centralized way

Alaris Smart Touch technology

Eliminate complicated multi-step scanning processes with one-touch simplicity. Configure up to 20 different functions to fit your specific scanning needs and quickly perform common scanning tasks. Smart Touch is available via free web download.

- Automatically attach scanned documents to an email
- Create image only or searchable PDF files
- Scan documents into PDF, Microsoft Word, or image file formats
- Output to a folder or cloud service in many formats (TIFF, JPEG, BMP, PDF, sPDF and more)
- Print your documents on any networked office printer
- Send to common destinations like email, Microsoft Office, Adobe Acrobat, Microsoft SharePoint, etc.

50%

*Available as a service on Alaris Input Solution

About Alaris, a Kodak Alaris Business

Alaris is a leading provider of Information capture solutions, that simplify business processes. We exist to help the world make sense of information with smart, connected solutions powered by decades of image science innovation. Our comprehensive range of scanners, software and services are available worldwide. For more information, please visit AlarisWorld.com and follow us @AlarisWorld.

To learn more about products and solutions from Alaris, call 1-800-944-6171 or go to AlarisWorld.com
The best scanning technology for every application and environment.

From small offices to global enterprises, scanners from Alaris offer the best technology and services so our customers can stay ahead of the curve. With a broad range of award-winning scanners, we’re here to help you transform your data into a powerful competitive advantage.